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The Huntsville Operations Support Center (HOSC) is a distri-
buted computer system used to provide real time data acquifjition,
analysis and display during NASA space missions and to perform
simulation and study activities during .ton-mission times. The
primary purpose of this research is to provide a HOSC system
simulation model that may be used to investigate the effects of
various HOSC system configurations. Such a model would be
valuable in planning the future growth of F" and in ascertaining
the effects of data rate variations, update table broadcasting and
smart display terminal data requirements on the HOSC HYPER channel
network system.
A simulation model was developed and programmed in three
languages BASIC, PASCAL, and SLAM. Two of the programs are included
in this report, the BASIC and the PASCAL language programs. SLAM
is not supported by NASA/MSFC facilities and he:.4e was not included.
The statistical comparison of simulations of she same HOSC system
configurations are in good agreement and are in agreement with the
operational staL.stics of HOSC that were obtained.
Three variations of the most recent HOSC configuration have
been run and some conclusions draan as 1_o the system performance
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1.0 INTRODUCTION
1.1 HOSC Syrtem Overview
Marshall Space Flight Center (MSFC), Huntsville, Alabama, has
implemented the Huntsville Operations Support Center (HOSC) to pro-
vide real time data acquisition, analysis, and display during NASA
space missions. The HOSC is a distributed computer system composed
of a network of large minicomputers and various peripheral equip-
ment. Primarily designed to provide support for the Space Shuttle,
Space Telescope, and Space Laboratory missions, the HOSC has the
inherent flexibility to be expanded to meet the needs of future
missions as well as providing MSFC with a large computer resource
that can be used to support several non-mission activities.
The HOSC facility has been structured to include five large
minicomputers and various peripheral equipment. The current net-
work computers are each semi-dedicated to specific mission tasks
(e..g. Space Shuttle Main Engine Data Analysis) and include three
Perkin Elmer 3244 computers, a Perkin Elmer 8/32c computer, two
DEC VAX 11/780 computers and a DEC 11/24 computer. An impo^tant
role of the Perkin Elmer computers is acting as real time data re-
ceivers for mission data arriving via satellite and direct ground
links from the Kennedy Space Center Firing Room at Cape Canaveral
FL. These computers also act as a gateway to the network for the
data which is needed by other mission activities supported by the
other computers and peripherals. Peripheral equipment in the
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system includes two twelve channel Genisco Digital Television






Foreseeable future expansion will include at least five more mini-
computers, many more D/TV displays (possibly to 50), several more
strip recorders, and intelligent data terminals.
The HOSC currently provides support for MSFC non-mission
activities such as the Totai POCC Preplanning Activity with future
expansion providing data management resources for other non-mission
activities. These activities might include the DEC IGDS (interactive
graphics) and XEROX SIGMA (text processing) operations. All of these
activities would be permitted use of the network resources through
the Network Systems Corporation HYPER channel broadband local area
network.
1.2	 Scope of Report
In order to achieve the flexibility and efficiency needed by
the HOSC, an analysis of the present system has been performed. This
analysis coupled with projected system growth will insure that the
HOSC remains a viable computing resource for MSFC. This report
contains a summary of the baseline data gathered to begin the
analysis of the HOSC computer network, Section 2.0, results of the
analysis, Section 3.0, and a literature/bibliography Section 4.0.
The report describes in detail some of the network components and also
a
makes first iteration recommendations concerning network operations.
This document should not be considered an end item since work still
remains to be done in completely characterizing all the subtleties
of the HOSC system.
3L. .1	 Conclusion
From the work done thus far in the program, several conclusions
and rveorzmtendations can be made.
A. Proposed IGDS/SIGMA Interface With HOSC
Network Systems Corporation does not currently produce
hardware for the HYPER channel to XEROX processor interface.
Consequently, a great amount of effort would be required to
interface the SIGMA system directly with the HOSC HYPER
channel. 1 A possible solution might be to interface the XEROX
SIGMA to the network through a HYPER channel supported pro-
cesvor such as another DEC VAX. Feasibilit y of the VAX/XEROX
interface has not ^+c .!n explored and may also present problems.
A definite possibility to solve this problem is to develop a
suitable software/hardware approach.
The DEC IGDS system interfaces with the HYPER channel and
will present no obvious problems since the PDP-11 processor
interface adapters are currently marketed by Network Systems
Corporation.
B. CSO/HOSC Link Via HOSC HYPER Channel Adapter _4_For OI
Data Exchange
The currant plan is to interface CSO with HOSC using a
:separate trunk of adapter 4. By connecting the two instal-
lations with a separate trunk, CSO will be disallowed easy and
immediate access to the HOSC resources on the HYPER channel.
Because of the HYPER channel adapter design, direct trunk to
trunk exchange of data is not possible. For trunk to trunk
transfers, data from the initiating trunk must be channeled
4through a processor on the common adapter and retransmitted by
the processor over the other trunk. 2 It however, it is de-
sireable w prevent CSO from easy access to the total HOSC
resources, then the use of separate trunk is a good approach.
C. Summary of Anal sis Activity
Progress on the analysis of HOSC has so far been steady
but somewhat slow due to the difficulty in obtaining some needed
baseline data. Below is a summary of the documentation ac-
cumulated to conduct the analysis effort.
• Perkin Elmer Corporation
3240 User's Mannual 29-685-
3240 Memory System Manual 29-688
8/32 User's Manual 29-394
8/32 Memory System Manual 29-428
(These manuals must contain the actual HOSC Computer
internal DMA to I/O setup.)
• Network Systems Corporation
PI40 Peripheral Interface Manual
(Perkin Elmer I/O Bus Interface)
PI10 PI Manual or PIll PI Manual
(Dependent on configuration of PDP-11 IGDS
system: PIN for DR11-B general purpose
direct memory access or PIll for DR70
MASSBUS interface.)
NETE.Y Software Documentation
• Marshall Space Flight Center
Completed system computer data rate flows.
5D.	 Effects of Data File wimps
It is desired to make large data file transfers on a per-
iodic basis to refresh the data display terminals data base. This
type of activity can create a log/jam effect on the moot active
data sources if the number of data bytes to be transferred are
large enough to create waiting times. The basic relationship
involves a tradeoff between the amount of storage of data by the
data sources, their rate of data accumulation and the time
requis_;, to transfer the data files.
This problem is discussed in Section 3.3 and 3.4 in detail.
a
0 HOSC SYSTLM DETAILS
The primary 1—irpose of the Huntsville Operation Support Center
3 providing MSFC engineers with a near real time summary of vital
information describing the operational stattla of certain components
of the Space Shuttle during pre-launch and launch activities. This
information allows MSFC engineers and contractor personnel to act in
a support capacity to mission personnel at Kennedy Space Center (KSC),
Cape Canaveral, Florida, and also Johnson Space Center (!SC),
Houston, TX. MSFC support is provided by teams responsible for the
Space Shuttle Main Engine (SSME), External Tanks k ET), Sold Racket
Boosters (SRB), Main Propulsion System (MPS) and the Range Safety
System (RSS). Additional mission support is provided for various
mission activities and programs that are the responsibility of MSFC
personnel.
During powered flight, the HOSC will receive only
data which is in the LPS (Launch Processing System) at
KSC. The Shuttle support team will be in the HOSC during
this phase of the mission and will be the point of contact
with the JSC Mission Evaluation Room (MER) for problem
discussion and resolution as required and will be on call
during orbital operations. The Space Lab and experiment
support team will be located in the HOSC during orbital
operations when applicable
Following completion of the active Shuttle vehicle
support activities, data is recalled as required for more
detailed analysis, and initial preparation is made to
provide support to postflight evaluation.3
The HOSC is located in ti,e west end of A-wing, building 4663
on Martin, Road, MSFC. Figures 1 and 2 show the functional components
of the HOSC system and gives each component a referencing number that
will be used in describing the system activities.
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2.1	 HOSC System Activities
In addition to the mission activities, the HOSC also provides
support to several non-mission activities at MSFC. Details of
all the HOSC activities are described below and summarized in Table
1.
2.1.1 Total POCC Preplanning
The POCC activity is an ongoing simulation activity for which
the HOSC lends computer resources. This activity is in no way keyed
to the real time mission activities and must be viewed as a con
tinuous daily activity.
The POCC activity's impact on the HYPER channel network is
basically that of continuous data transfers between the MIPS Primary
Computer (VAX4, A400 Adapter 2) and the MIPS Backup Computer (VAX1,
A400 Adapter 5). During each 24 hour period 150,000 512-byte blocks
of data are transferred. Six times each day, an 8344 byte block is
transferred (50,000 bytes cummulative). The remaining 100,000 512-
byte blocks are transmitted randomly, but on an evenly distributed
basis, throughout the day.
2.1.2 ECIO Data Stream
The POCC activity generates a continual 51.2 kilobit/second
data stream known as the Experimental Computer Input/Output (ECIO)
data stream. This data stream is ongoing and concurrent with the
POCC activity. Data is transferred from MIPS Backup (VAX1, A400
Adapter 5) to the Spacelab 8/32 (PE 8/32c, A400 Adapter 1).
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TABLE 1. HOSC DATA TRANSFERS
I. ROUTINE DAILY ACTIVITIES (Launch Independent)
A. Total POCC Preplanning Activity
Resources involved: MIPS Primary (VAX4, Adapter 2)
HIPS Backup (VAX1, Adapter 5)
Quantity of data: 150,000 512-byte blocks daily
B. ECIO Data Stream (Generated by POCC)
Resources involved: MIPS Backup (VAXl, Adapter 5)
Spacelab 8/32 (PE 8/32c, Adapter 1)
Quantity of data: 51.2 K bits/second concurrent with POCC.
C. IGDS/SIGMA Activity (Proposed)
Resources Involved: DEC IGDS and XEROX SIGMA and
communication with other resources
as needed.
Quantity of data: TBD
II. LAUNCH DAY ACTIVITIES:
A. Routine Daily Activities (See Above)
B. Main Engine Data
Resources Involved: STS Primary (PE 3244, Adapter 1)
MIPS Backup (VAX1, Adapter 5)
Quantity of Data: 50 K bit/second stream (T-8 hours to T+12 minutes)
C. OI Data Stream
Resources Involved: FEB SSME (PE 3244, Adapter 4)
CSO Computers (Adapter 4)
STS Primary (PE 3244, Adapter 1)
MIPS Backup (VAX1, Adapter 5)
Quantity of Data: 128 K bit/second (T-9 sec to T+12 minutes)
into FEP and then to CSO. 40% will also
be transferred to STS and MIPS.
TABLE 1. HOSC DATA TRANSFERS (Continued)
D. Engineering 1^1u^v Cttt^n^^^s
Resources Involved: STS Primary (PE 321 44, Adapter 1)
STS Backup (PE 8/32 Adapter 1)
Spacelab 8/32' (PE 8/321 , Adapter 1)
Quantity of Data: Insignificant
1-1
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2.1.3 Main Engine Data
Space Shuttle Main Engine data is ,.ollected and dissiminated
at the HOSC during a launch day activity only. Data is funneled
through the HYPER channel network to MIPS Backup (VAX1, A400
Adapter 5) via STS Primary (PE 3244, A40O Adapter 1). STS Primary
accepts a continual 50 kilobit per second data stream directly from
the KSC firing room from 9 seconds before launch to 12 minutes after
launch (MECO). Approximately 24 percent of this 50 Kb/s stream
(12 Kb/ s) is transferred over the network to MIPS backup.
2.1.4 01 Data Stream
The 01 data stream is a 128 kilobit per second data stream
arriving at FF.I' SSME (PE 3244, A400 Adapter 4) on launch day only
(t•9 seconds to T+12 minutes). This data will have a much greater
future impact on the network than it does currently. The SSME computer
acts a:: a front end processor for accepting this data stream from
Stoddard Space Flinl;t :;enter and then writes the received data directly
onto a m,agi^eti.c tape for later transport to CSO. Later in the program
this data will be shipped in its entirety over a separate HYPER channel
trunk attached to A400 Adapter 4 to CSO. Additionally, about 40 per-
cent of the data stream will be shipped over the HOSC network to supply
and supplant the data currently being transferred by the Main Engine
Data Activity.
2.1.5 Engineering Display Changes
This activity adds almost insignificantly to the total HYPER
channel trunk traffic.
	 The activity involves a transfer from STS




A400 Adapter, 1 only) of the name of each engineering console
display format that is changed during the pre-launch and launch
activities (T-9 seconds to T+12 minutes). This activity will be
ignored in the HOSC system analysis due to its negligible contribution
to total HYPER channel system traffic.
2.1.6 Proposed Activities
The most immediate proposed expansion of the HOSC network would
allow two other non-mission activities access to the resources of
the HOSC network. This activity would specify an additional A400
Adapter to allow resource sharing with the XEROX SIGMA system and
the DEC PDP-11 IDGS system. Direct interface with the A400 is
available for the PDP-11 but not for the XEROX system. A possible
solution to allow the XEROX system access to the network through the
A400 might be to use a compatible computer such as a DEC VAX 11/780
as a front end processor for the XEROX system. This activity is
incompletely specified and will not affect the immediate analysis
of the HOSC system.
2.2 HOSC System Components
The heart of the HOSC system is the Network Systems Corporation
HYPER channel. The HYPER channel is a high speed digital communica-
tions facility that is used for interconnection of computer resources
in a computing installation. The following sections describe the




1.1 DEC VAX 11/780
The HOSC makes use of Digital Equipment Corporation's VAX 11/780
computer as computational devices. The system currently includes
two VAX computers (VAX1 and VAX4) designated as MIPS Primary and MIPS
Backup. Future expansion will add two other VAX computers (VAX2 and
VAX3) designated as Software Development and Space Telescope.
VAX computers support a 32-bit work architecture that is designed
to aid in system throughput. Data transfers are accomplished via
a 32-bit high speed data structure. This structure ties together the
central processor, main memory, the UNIBUS subsystem, the MASS BUS
subsystems and the DR780 high speed direct memory access subsystem.
The 32-bit word architecture of the VAX establishes a virtual address
space of 4.3 billion bytes of user addressable memory. A conceptual
diagram of the VAX 11/780 bus structure is shown in Figures 3 and 4.
The Synchronous Backplane Interface (SBI) is the data path that
links the central processor, the memory subsystem and the hardware
adapters provided for the UNIBUS and MASSBUS. When interfaced to
the SBI, the memory subsystem, the central processor, and the I/O
controllers are known as NEXUSs.
All NE%USs receive every SBI transfer. Logic in each NEXUS
determines whether the NEXUS is the designated receiver for this
transfer. Data transfers can occur from
CPU to memory subsystem
i/0 controller to memory subsystem
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maximum, aggregate data transfer rate on the SBI is 13.:3 mega-
,.es per seconds which can be derived from the following information.
. 200 Nanoseconds/cycle - 5 million cycles/second
. Each cycle can carry an address (memory request) or
for byte of data
. Thus, one cycle is used to request eight bytes of data
(to be read or written), and two evcles are used to
carry data (at four bytes/cycle).
Five million cycles/second * 4 bytes/cycle - 20 million
bytes/second
o 20 * 2/3 (1 of every 3 cycles is an address) - 13.3 million
bytelsecond.4
The memory controller is the NEXUS used to interface the memory
subsystem to the SBI. A system may have more than one memory
controller as in the case of a two controller interleaved memory
configuration.
The UNIBIIS (UBUS) is a high speed asynchronous data system
that allows communication between peripheral hardware and the VAS
11/750. The VAX 11/780 is capable of suppotting 4 iIBUS subsystems;
one is standard with three more optional. The UBUS is connected to
the SBI through a UBUS adapter (UBA) which performs priority arbitra-
tion among the devices on the UBUS. The primary functions of the
UBA are to provide:
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(1) Access to UBUS address space from the SBI
(2) Mapping of UBUS address to SBI addresses for UBUS
direct memory accests (DMA) transfers to system memory.
(3) Data transfer paths for UNIBUS device access to random
SBI memory addresses and high speed transfer for devices
that transfer to consecutive increasing address.
(4) UNIBUS interrupt fielding
(5) UNIBUS priority arbitration.
All of these services are completely transparent to UBUS users.
The address mapping function is necessary because the UBUS has
only 18 data lines thus providing an apparent memory addressing
capability of 2 18 or 200 kilobytes. The UBA, however, provides the
capability of mapping the UNIBUS addresses into SBI addresses so
that the full memory of the system can be accessed. (Full system
memory is 16 array boards of 256 kilobytes each for a total of 4
megabytes.)
The UBA accepts either of two forms of input from the UBUS:
hardware generated interrupt or lirect memory access transfer. Each
device connected to the UBUS uses one of five priority levels for
requesting bus service. The NonProcessor Request (NPR) is used when
the device requests a direct access transfer to memory or some other
device and does not require processor intervention. A Bus Request
(BR) is used when the device wishes to interrupt the BPU for service.
Such service might be a CPU directed data transfer or the informing
of some error condition that exists at the perepheral. The NPR has
the highest priority with four levels of BR following (BR7-BR4).
20
Since there are only five priority levels and more than one device
may be connected to a specific request level, if more than one device
makes the same request, the device that is electrically closest
to the UBS receives higher priority.
The Non Procesvor Request for direct memory access is a very
important feature of the UBUS subsystem. These DMA transfers cau
be divided into two groups: random access of noncontiguous addresses
and sequential access of sequentially increasing address. For random
access, each UBUS transfer is made through the Direct Data Path
(DDP, one per UNIBUS) and is mapped into an SBI transfer. This
procedure allows only one word of data to be transferred during a
sin le SBI cycle. For devices capable of requesting sequential
access services, use is made of Buffered Data Path (BDP). Each
UNIBUS provides 15 such BDPs. The BDP stores the data so that four
UBUS transfers " re performed for each SBI transfer.
The DDP must be used by devices not transferring to consec.ative
increasing addresses or by devices that mix read and write functions.
The maximum throughput via the DDP is about 425 kilo words per
second for write operations and 316 kilt, words per second '5r each
read op , -ration. These rates will decrease as other SBI activity
increases.4
Maximum published throughput via the BDP is about 695 kilo words
per second for both read and write operations but actual expected
throughput Cates are only 1.5 mega bits per second. This rate will
also decrease as other SBI activity increases. 1,5 BDN traLISfcre arP
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restricted to block transfers where a block Is defined as equal to
or greater than one byte. All transfers within the block must be
to consecutive and increasing addressee and all transfers must be
of the same function type (Read or Write).
The MASSBUS subsystem and the DR780 high perforfanc 32-bit
parallel interface will not be described in this report since an
understanding of their functional characteristics is not needed to
determine their relative impacts on the HYPER channel network. The
influence of both may be felt indirectly, however, since activity
on the MASSBUS or DR780 will translate to SBI activity which will
affect DAP and BDP transfer rates as described perviously.4
Likewise, the VAX CPU will not be described in detail but
several comments may be made about the CPU's effects en throughput.
The CPU represents the most intensive traffic load on the memory
subsystem and hence on the SBI. Obviously if the processor is
engaged in computing, it will request data much more often than it
will write data. Fortunately the large memory cache (8 kilo bytes)
available to the CPU reduces the SBI traffic load considerably.
In terms of the SBI traffic, impact on the processor's speed, published
figures  indicate that in a system with two memory controllers, the
processor will be slowed about four percent per averaged megabyte
per second of I/O traffic. The impact of a single memory controller
is to slow the processor by a factor varying from two to four. Table
2 summarizes the DEC VAX 11/780 I/O characteristics.
TAIILF 2. SUMMARY OF DFC VAX 11/780 DATA I /(1 CHARACTERISTICS
PR(1C1, l-SO1%	 12 hit words,
MAIN MEMORY




800 mmoseconds per 04 -bit rend
1400 nm ot4econds per 64 -bit write
I /cl 11NIItuS	 Ad:tj'	 ,,r
Maximum UWIt1Uti 1/0 Rate: 1.5 Mb/tiec through buffered dtita paths.
11nffered Data Path IS	 total, S byte buffer fit each
Wh h words/second f crt	 rend operations
h r)5 K words/second for write operations
Used for fast DMA trnt►sfers
*Direct
	
Data Path 425 K words /second for write operation
116 K words/second for read operation
Used far transfers to nott-consecu tive
mcamary locations.
All darn rates stib)ect to do-gradation as traffic on SRI inerrnrjes.
(801 allows connnunicat ion interfaces between CPII, Memory, UNII11IS
;ui., MASSIIUS. )




2.2.1.2 Perkin Elmer 3244
The Perkin Elmer (PE) 3240 series computer is a high throughput
machine with a 32 bit architecture. The HOSC currentl y uses two
PF. 3244 machines with primary responsibilities as front end processors
(FEP) receiving real time data stream p from the KSC firing room.
A block diagram of the 3240 model computer is shown in Figure 5.
Detailed information regarding the 3244 has not been obtained but a
brief de3cription of the 3244 architectures follows.
The 3244 memory subsystem is organized into banks each capable
of handling 4 megabytes of addressable memory. Total system memory
ranges from 256 kilo bytes in one bank to a full system complement
of four 4 megabyte banks for a maximum of 16 megabytes of addressable
memory. All memory is connected to a common memory bus which consists
of two undirectional, asynchronuous, 32 bit busses. One bus is
dedicated to memory write functions and the other is dedicated to
memory read functions.
Input/Output is accomplished by up to five external communication
busses: one multiplexer bus for medium speed devices and up to
four high speed Direct Memory Access (DMA) busses. Each DMA bus
supports eight high speed bidirectional ports. Each DMA port is
controlled by a selector channel that controls and terminates
transfers through the CPU. This selector channel is controlled
through the multiplexer bus. Once the channel is activated, the
processor is relea:-ed and is free to continue processing. Published
I/O transfer rates for the PE 3244 DMA bus indicate that trans-er
.N
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Figure 5. Block Diagram of PE 3244 Computer
F
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rates of up to 10 megabytes per second burst mode are possible for
each DMA bus. 6 Table 3 summarizes the PE/3244 I/O characteristics.
2.2.1.3 Perkin Elmer 8/32c
Detailed information about the 8/32 computer has not been obtained,
but conceptually, the 8/32 is a machine similar in architecture to the
3244. A significant difference is that the 8/32 is capable of
supporting only one DMA bus. This DMA operates in a burst mode capable
of transferring 6 megabytes per second. The 8/32 will allow configuration
with a buffered selector channel that accomplish the 6 MB/s rate by
transferring the data in 14 half-word blocks. 7 Table 4 summarizes
the estimated PE 8/32c I/O characteristics.
2.2.2 NSC HYPER channel .
The Network System Corporation HYPER channel NO is a broadband
local area communication network supporting data transmissions between
network users at a rate of 50 megabyte per second. The HYPER channel
network (HCN) serves to interface and interconnect various sizes of
mainframe computers of differing manufacturers (e.g., UNIVAC, DEC,
CRAY, PERKIN ELMER) with other peripherals such as data entry
terminal card readers, printers, mass storage devices and other
networks. Communication is provided over a passive 75 ohm coaxial
cable called a trunk.
i
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Virtual Address Space: 4 Megabytes
Basic Memory Access Time: 500 nanoseconds
DMA BUS DATA TRANSFER RATE: 10 Megabytes/second-burst mode
Maximum of 4 DMA busses can be
supported.
TABLE 4. SUMMARY OF PERKIN ELMER 8/32 I/O CHARACTERISTICS
PROCESSOR	 . 32 bit/word
DMA BUS DATA TRANSFER RATE: 6 Megabytes/second by transferring
data in 14 half.-word blocks.
Only one DMA can be supported.
'7
. a storage section consisting of
1024 8-bit bytes of control memory with
odd parity
4096 8-bit bytes of control buffer with
odd parity
28
Host computers gain access to the network trunk through hardware
terfaces called processor adapters; unintelligent peripherals through
vice adapters. Network to network connection are accomplished with
link adapter which supports not only communication with standard
ansmission lines but also with microwave frequency RF links. Each
network adapter may be connected to as many as four separate trunks
and provides the service of trunk selection, trunk access, establishment
of adapter to adapter virtual circuits and also provides user-to-adapter
protocols. Network adapters contend for trunk control using a Carrier
Sense Multiple Access scheme with prioritized staggered delays.9
The heart of the network is the A400 Adapter. The A400 is a
microcomputer controlled interface device that allows up to 4 mini-
computers of the same or mixed manufacturer types to transmit and
receive data over the HYPER channel network. (All four trunk port
may be connected to four channels of the same minicomputer.) The
A400 provides a buffered interface between the trunk and the adapter.
Some of this buffer is used to provide parallel to serial data stream
conversion for host to trunk transmissions and serial to parallel
conversion for trunk to host transmissions.
Each A400 adapter is composed of
. a 16 bit microprocessor with 4906 words





. one trunk interface.
The adapter can be expanded to cantain
. 4 trunk interfaces
8192 8-bit bytes of buffer memory
. 1024 8 bit bytes of code conversion memory.
Additionally, the adapter has a peripheral device interface that provides
a standard interface between the internal busses of the minicomputer
and the A400. The peripheral interface adapter is separated from, but
connected wich ribbon cables to,the nucleus adapter which provides the
hardware resources such as the microprocessor and memory register. 8,10
(See Figure 6)
To perform an operation on the network, the minicomputer loads
the necessary parameters into the internal registers on the interface
and requests the adapter to perform the indicated functions. Whenever
an adapter is not performing a function, it scans all attached ports
for a request to perform a function. When a function request is
detected, the adapter suspends scanning and initiates the execution
of the function. The flow diagram of Figure 7 illustrates the
handshaking between the A400 and host processor when data transfers
are initiated. Notice that the host processor initiates all actions
of the adapter. (A compilation of functions that can be accomplished
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Figure 7. Host to A400 Adapter Data Exchange




OC Transmit last data




50 Dump extension register
60 Mark down port 0
64 Mark down port 1
68 Mark down port 2
6C Mark down port 3
70 Mark down port 0 and re-route messages
74 Mark down port 1 and re-route messages
78 Mark down port 2 and re-route messages
7C Mark down port 3 and re-route messages
AO Read statistics
A4 Read and clear statistics
CO Set test





E6 Clear and wait for message
E8 Wait for message.
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Data can be transferred from host to adapter in two different
is direct memory access (DMA) and regiacer mode. In the DMA
, the adapter uses an alternating buffer scheme. The adapter
)ts data from the device into buffer memory. When the buffer
ilf full, trunk transmission of that amount of data is initiated
the other half of the buffer is being filled. This
Cng and sending is continued until all data has been transferred.
All DMA transfers are through the extension registers and are initiated
by the adapter microprocessor and controlled by the adapter hardware.
In the register mode, data movement is also between the device
interface and the nucleus adapter but the DMA controls are not used.
These data transfers are also through the extension register but initiated
and controlled by the microprocessor.
Data transfers from adapter to adapter are accomplished by the
trunk interface. The trunk interface consists of a passive coaxial
cable that transmits data serially between two adapters. Each trunk
can have up to 64 drops depending on the length of the trunk cable
and its transmission qualities.
Transmissions on a trunk are initiated and monitored by the trunk
driver which is a microcode program stored in the adapter PROMs. The
extension register and the trunk registers support the PROM trunk
driver. When an adapter is ready to transmit, it must first contend
for use of the trunk. The method for contention is called contention
allocation. It is so called because the trunk is allocated to an
adapter based on the adapter's need to transmit.
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The contention process can be summarized as follows. The adapter
first just attempts to transmit on the trunk. If the trunk is busy,
the transmitter is disabled. When the trunk becomes free, a fixed
delay is initiated by the adapter. This prevents the adapter from
transmitting until the receiving party of the most recent transmission
has had time to receive a response frame. Upon expiration of tae
fixed delay, another delay called the priority delay is initiated.
This delay is different for each adapter and provides a unique time
slot for each adapter on the trunk. Annother delay, called end delay,
is provided following the fixed delay. This delay is provided to
insure Oat all adapters with higher priority have first access to the
trunk. Obviously, with this trunk allocation scheme, higher priority
adapters can dominate the trunk. To prevent this, each adapter has
a flip flop in it that is known as the wait flip flop. This flip flop
is set when the adapter transmits and is cleared when an end delay is
signalled. This flip flop is intended to provide a more equitable con-
tention environment. Although all adapters are equipped with wait
flip flops, they may be disabled to provide assured trunk access.9,10
Figure 8 shows the flow of the oait algorithm.
Upon Paining access to the trunk, either a function message or
data can be transmitted in trunk frames. When a frame is transmitted
all adapters receive the frame. The adapter com:ares the received
adapter access code which is part of the frame header with its own
code which can be set by thumblwheel switches in the adapter. If and
only if the codes match can the communication be accepted. (A zero
in the receiving adapter code represents a "don't care" condition and
35
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Figure B. Trunk Contention Delay Algorithm
Y
the receiving adapter will accept any character in that code
position.)
The receiving adapter responds to the receipt of a trunk
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transmission with a trunk response frame. This notifies the sending
adapter of the status of the received message. Every transmission;
frame requires the receipt of a response frame or the sending adapter
will time out and retry the transmission. This process will be
repeated 256 times. If unsuccessful at transmitting the message,
the adapter will terminate the operation and record some status bits
for the host in the adapter extension registers. 10
2.2.3 Other HOSC Components
In addition to the computer resources are several other devices
in the HOSC. Currently these other devices act as peripherals to the
processors on the HYPER channel network and consequently do not directly
affect traffic on the network. Indirectly, they represent ovt:rhead
processor activity and thus slow traffic throughput on the processor
I/O busses. These devices will include a Gandalf solid state switcing
matrix that acts to interface the MIPS consoles through VAX4. Also
included in the peripherals are various strip recorders f.: . three
twelve-channel Genesco digital televisions that interface the engineering
consoles through STS Primary (PE 3244), STS Backup (PE 8/32c) and





The HOSC system analysis initiated with a study of the system
onente, the computers, the HYPER channel network, the data flow
vity of each device and the input-output characteristics of each
ce. The system operation is statistical in nature and, although
thematical analysis is possible, it is not feasible to make such
an analysis with much fidelity. Rather a simulation model that
emulates the HOSC system with good fidelity can be used to achieve
information concerning average bus traffic, average waiting time,
collision frequency and maximum waiting times. Furthermore, these
parameters can be investigated as a function of HOSC system con-
figuration, input-output variations, and data file dump requirements.
The development of a simulation model with good fidelity has
been accomplished. The HOSC system has been modeled with three
different program simulations and these three algorithms have been
compared against each other. The purpose in using three algorithms
was to insure validity of the simulation results, a necessity due to
the lack of sufficient system statistics to validate a single
simulation algorithm. The three algorithms are similar, but have
been programmed in BASIC, PASCAL and SLAM.
BASIC is an engineering oriented language not at all unlike
FORTRAN. This simulation program is the main program. The program
is listed in Appendix I.
Although many simulation runs ware made with simple system
configurations that allowed the simulation algorithm to be verified,
there is no need to present those in this report. The monthly reports
x.
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icument these earlier runs and the development of the algorithm.
ether it suffices to illustrate the simulation of the HOSC system
: it is projected in configuration in Summer 1983.
1 Typical Basic Algorithm Information Printouts
Figure 9 depicts the HOSC simulation configuration which is
)cumented In this report. This configuration is perhaps more com-
plex than the actual system configuration for the present, but it
is the type of configuration that is desired in the near future.
Not all devices are transmitters of data in this system configuration.
The A400 labeled port 4 only receives data transmitted on the HYPER
channel bus. Other devices receive outside data and transmit and
received data over the HYPER channel bus. This system configuration
was devised at a meeting between this investigator and NASA/MSFC
HOSC personnel on March 9, 1983, and is typical of the configurations
to be utilized for HOSC applications in the near future.
In order to determine the number of simulation runs necessary
to produce representative statistics and to let the system algorithm
achieve steady state, as would occur in the actual system, several
runs with the same system configuration parameters but with varying
numbers of data transfers were made and the statistics compared.
Figures 10 and 11 illustrate the program printout that depicts
the system configuration of figure 9. The # of bytes accumulated
refers to the number of bytes which a particular device will accum-
ulate refers to the number of bytee which a particular device will
accumulate from a source before it transmits that data to the appro-
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data file du►»; of 64,000 bytes every !I seconds as would be typical
of a data file refresh operation.
The channel setup and release time is a parameter used to
allow the HYPER channel to establish a transmission link and then
to release the link after data transfer is complete.
As data is transferred across the system, each port vies for
the bus in a contention scheme described in Section 2. Occasionally
the ports will collide trying to transmit simultaneously. In Figures
12 and 13, a printout record of the result:. ^f a collision is illus-
trated. 'These printout records allow the operator to ensure the
collision algorithm is working properly. As may be noted, 331 and
111 incurred a collision and 111 retransmitted first, since its
assigned waiting time is less than 331.
Every time a data transfer occurs between two devices on the
same port, the HYPER channel bus is not utilized and thus it is
free for other transmissions except to the port involved in an inter-
port data transfer. Figure 14 illustrates a printout record of an
inter device data transfer. figure 14 also illustrates a record of a
data file dump.
The statistical printout of a simulation run is illustrated in
fugure 15. This run had 1333 data transfers and over three million
bytes transferred.
3.2 Results of A Simulation Run
Inspection of figure 15 will illustrate the information garnered
by a simulation run. The items of interest are the bus busy time,
collision frequency of each source, the average waiting time, the
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64 9 000 bytes every 12 seconds the parameters of interest are depected
in the figure. Everything points to a satisfactory operation at this
point with one notable exception, the longest waiting time. This
Figure is -128.345 milliseconds (the negative sign indicates waiting
time) for P.D.S. 111 which has an average time between transmission
requests of 136.533 milliseconds (# of bytes accumulated divided
by the average arrival rate of the bytes. The data is drawn from
Figure 10.)
This waiting time amounts to 94% of the average time between
transmission requests for P.D.S. 111 and serves a warning that P.D.S.
111 is on the verge of being overloaded. This may be alleviated by
several means--changing the number of bytes to be accumulated before
making a transmission request or by changing the data file dump time
interval. In Section 3.4, this is discussed morq fully.
3.3 Comparison of BASIC, PASCAL and SLAM Programs
Appendix II contains a listing of the PASCAL program and
summary sheet for the HOSC simulation. The SLAM program listing is
not included since NASA/MSFC does not carry SLAM software support.
The three algorithms are compared in a broad sense in Table 6. The
three algorithms were run for comparison purposes using 500 data
transfers as the benchmark. The total bus time, bus utilisation
percentage, number of bytes transferred all compare very favorably.
The number of collisions incurred vary due to differences in the
collision algorithms used in the programs which were programmed by
three different programmers as a check on the algorithms. The
r!-
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The algorithms programmed all have the following features:
1. Allows up to 9 A400 adaptors
2. Allows up to 9 computer devices per A400 adaptor
3. Allows up to 9 data sources per device
4. Allows each device to transfer large block of data
on a periodic basis such as for CRT data base refresh
5. Allows assignment of individual waiting times to be
assigned to each A400 in event of a collision
6. Allows the shortest assigned waiting time A400 to
retry a transmission in the event of a collision
7. If a data transfer occurs between two devices on the
same A400 (Inter A400 data transfer) 1L allows this
to occur without tying up the bus
8. Allows for individual source data arrival rates
9. A1.1ows for individual source data buffer sizes
(relates to time between transmission requests)
10. Allows for individua.",.. device to A400 110 data rates.
The results indicate no major discrepancies lie in the HOSC
system model used for the algorithm development. The BASIC program
has been emphasized since it is more transportable than SLAM or
PASCAL. However, for a next generation simulation model, PASCAL will
be contructed in a user friendly format since it has some features
which make it suitable for this type of simulation.
3.4 Conclusions
Results of a fair run simulation using the con figuration of
	 4
Figure 9 has been tabulated in Table 7. The purpose of this comparison
was to determine:
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a) The number of iterations necessary to produce consistent
s
results.
b) Determine the effects of varying the data file dump
interval.
Since each simulation run uses random number generators as part of
the program, it should not be surprising to see small differences in
the output summary statistics. Inde*d two runs of the same con-
figuration with the some number of iterations will produce slightly
different results. This is completely expected and does not reduce
the value of the results at all.
The results tabulated in Table 7 indicate that the system per-
forms as desired with one exception. The data file dump. Every 614
seconds, Run C, creates a waiting time of 256 milliseconds for P.D.S.
1*4, which is 188% of the time between transmission requests for
source P.D.S. 111. The impact of these results from a realization
that 100% waiting time for a source would mean that source has been
waiting for an opportunity to transmit for such a long time that it now
has three transmission requests rather than one. It is obvious
from the data in Table 7 that large data file dumps will tend to
create a log jam for devices with active external data sources. These
external data sources may not be extinguishable; hence-, the need to
provide sufficient data storage in the device to hold incoming data
during a large data file dump is paramount.
Au analytical feeling for this problem is easily derived. Any
source with a data file dump will experience an external source trans-
mission request whenever the data file dump time exceeds the total 	
a









configuration of Figure Q. we have a data file dump from P.D. 11 to
11 .11. 41. 1't ►e+ lle a
 rate for P.P. 11 is SOO K Byte% per second and the
1/0 rate tot P.P. iit is 1. 10 M Bytes per second. The channel trans-
fer rate is 0.2s M tivtes per second so that data file clump will take
A total time equal to the channel {setup release time plus the time to
.lump X Hvtes at the slowest if ►t rate or for our configurations the
.tata tilt, .sump time kIMIT1 is
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b) Perform data file dumps more often but transfer propor-
tionally less bytes per dump thereby reducing any sources
waiting time. This may not be a viable option due to the
lack of data file data being ready in a somewhat steady
occurrence rate. Also this would require a data file
storage medium at the destinations; however this is usually
the case.
c) Break up the data file dump by transmitting it in smaller
packets. That is rather than 64,000 bytes in a steady
stream for a short time one* every 12 seconds, transmit
8,000 bytes, break and release channel to allow another
user but request transmission rights immediately and repeat
for 8 times. This would transfer the data in almost the same
time as sending all 64,000 bytes while allowing the active
devices a chance to clear their stored data.
All the above options could be accomplished through software program-
ming of the source device P.U. 11; thus, it is a HOSC system operators
choice of which method to utilize.
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BASIC SIMULATION ALGORITHM PROGRAM
A listing of the BASIC simulation algorithm program is
presented in this appendix. The program contains plentiful
comments and is user oriented, with prompts and options displayed
on the interactive screen. The BASIC language is common to many machines;
however, the input output commands are usually particular to a single
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APPENDIX II
PASCAL SIMULATIONS ALGORITHM PROGRAM
A listing of the PASCAL simulation algorithm program is pre-
sented in this appendix. The program contains comments, but is
not considered to be user oriented at this point. This program is
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